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PHOTON-PHOTON COLLISIONS AT THE LHC 

(selected topics) 

(in collaboration with  Lucian Harland-Lang and Misha Ryskin) 
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Introduction and Motivation. 
 
Selecting Photon-Photon  Exclusive  Events. 
 
SuperChic- MC and Survival Guide 
 
 
 
 
Photon-initiated processes with rapidity gaps 
 
         - collisions at the LHC- Applications 
(with an emphasis on BSM physics). 
 
Topical Examples, Summary and Outlook. 
 
 
 
 
 
              
 
 
 

The photon PDF and photon-photon Luminosities 
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 CENTRAL EXCLUSIVE  PRODUCTION    PROCESSES 

CEP 

Photons, Pomerons.. 
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SELECTING EXCLUSIVE PHOTON-PHOTON 

EVENTS  AT THE LHC 

(CT- PPS  first measurements 
with the one arm proton) 
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CT-PPS, 
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“The - Resonance  that Stole Christmas 2015” 

ATLAS &CMS seminar on 15 Dec. 2015 

The ATLAS announcement of a 3.6   local excess in diphotons with  invariant mass ~750 GeV 
  in first batch of LHC Run –II data, combined with CMS  announcing  2.6  local excess. 
   EW Moriond, 17.03.2016 
Theoretical community –frenzy of model building: >150 papers within a month. 
Unprecedented explosion in the number of exploratory papers. 
(More than  500 papers) 
 

If  it were not a statistical fluctuation,  
a natural minimal interpretation: 
scalar/pseudoscalar resonance coupling dominantly to  photons. 
 

As an outcome -great improvement in our understanding of photon PDF and 
development of the effective tools for analysing potential diphoton resonances. 
 

750 

GeV 
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3)  
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Beam Loss Monitors 
to tag exit protons 
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 Ultra  Peripheral   HI   Collisions  4) 
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UPC (Ultra-Peripheral Collisions)  
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ATLAS/CMS 
2016  

𝑨𝟏 𝟑  
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Modelling Exclusive Photon-Photon 

collisions 
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In fact, the situation is more 
complicated due to the effects 
caused by the polarization structure 
of the  production amplitude. 



Durham Group-KMR 
Tel-Aviv Group- GLM 
 
S. Ostapchenko… 
Lonnblad&Zlebcik 



First fully differential implementation of soft survival factor – SuperChic 2,3  MC 

event generator- HKR, ArHiv:1508.02718;1810.06567 

Process dependence 
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+ absorptive/rescattering effects- survival factor KMR-2001 

   ‘Large’ Pomeron size in the 
  production of  the small     

size   objects. 

X 
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HKR 
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QCD 
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Well established in  the QCD-mediated processes, e.g. CDF-diffractive dijets (2000), 
CMS/ATLAS- dijets in events with LRG  (2015),H1 –diffractive dijet photoproduction (2011). 
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Photon-photon Luminosities 
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worrisome range 

Not so long ago 
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MNSZ, PRL 117,242002 (2016), 1708.01256. 
 LUXqed-photon PDF determined in terms of measured  EM proton 
structure functions F2 and FL. 

Currently the most precise calculation 
when considering inclusive production 

processes 
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Comparison with LUXqed 
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HKR arXiv:1601.03772 

Photon-initiated processes with rapidity gaps 

Caveat: in the real life,  when studying  photon-photon processes 
we as a rule need to go beyond the inclusive photon PDF ( event 
selection: rapidity  gaps,  isolation cuts..)     
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Suppression due to LRG veto. 

phenomenological objects only-factorization 
explicitly violated by rescattering  effects 
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Process 

p 

p 

CD 
Near beam  

Detectors 

photon-proton/nucleus collider @ LHC 

              Extensive Program 
  , ee  QED processes 
  QCD (jets..) 
  WW anomalous couplings 
  squark, top… pairs 
  Charginos (natural SUSY) 
 New BSM objects 

…and p 

  collisions- applications 

Installed (AFP)  
Installed  (CT-PPS) 
     projects 

…and A 
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Anomalous Gauge Quartic Couplings  

Currently 
very encouraging  

ATLAS & CMS data 
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Anomalous couplings@ HL-LHC  
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Long and chequered history 
         (nonlinear effects of QED) 

  

Scattering of gamma-rays by a Coulomb field of heavy nuclei. 
First observed-1953 for 1.33 MeV on lead nuclei. 
Most accurate high-energy results- Novosibirsk,VEPP-4M 1998. 

1933 

Photon splitting in atomic Coulomb  field 

First claims of observation- DESY, PRD 8(1973) 3813. 
Criticised by V.A.Khoze et al, ZhETF Pis.Red.19 (1974) 47.  
First observation-  Novosibirsk, VEPP-4M 2002. 
 
 

(ArXiv:1702.01625) 
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Needed  ZDC in order to 
separate purely UPC events 
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Interest from the string- 
theoretic point of view 
 ArXiv: 1701.07375 
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SuperChic release. 
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ArXiv:1709.07110 
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1
1 
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arXiv:1812.04886 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.04886
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Aim:    
           to report  current status of our ongoing long-term studies on prospects of 

searches at the LHC  for  ELECTROWEAKINO  pair production   via photon fusion    
with forward proton detectors  (AFP, CT-PPS)  
 
     exemplified   within the framework of  the compressed mass  MSSM  
 
First discussed: KMR, J.Phys. G44 (2017) no.5, 055002 , VAK- talks at a number of 
conferences;  Marek, FWG meeting Dec. 2017-experimental aspects. 
 

Recently: Lydia Beresford, Jesse Liu, 1811.06465                     (Jesses’s  talk) 
                     (focused mainly on the WW background) 

SUSY – solution to various shortcomings of SM (as an example only ) 

If (it looks like)  squarks and gluinos are too heavy,  
sleptons,  charginos, neutralinos- the main target.               (null search result so far) 
 
MSSM  : 
 

            natural candidate for cold Dark Matter –LSP  
 

https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Beresford,+L
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Beresford,+L
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Liu,+J
https://arxiv.org/search/hep-ph?searchtype=author&query=Liu,+J
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   arXiv:1710.02406  

 
(and quite a few other papers) 

natural SUSY: 
  existence of light nearly  

mass-degenerate Higgsinos/charginos 
Mass~ 100-200GeV, 

mass splitting ~ 4-20 GeV 
 
Most challenging: compressed mass 
scenarios: small mass difference 

between the     ,           and   

 
Motivated by naturalness,  
cosmological observations and (g-2) 
phenomenology. 

𝑙   

(Introduction-Jessse) 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1710.02406
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1710.02406
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to bring DM abundance down 
to the observed value  

Initially DM in thermal 
equilibrium with SM, later it 

freezes out  

(very conservatively <10%) 



    Searches   for Electroweakinos at the LHC  
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Model dependence 
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   (compressed mass BSM scenarios)     

 HKSS, arXiv:1110.4320  

Diphoton  X-Pair Production  

electroweakinos 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1110.4320
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1110.4320
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1110.4320
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Major backgrounds  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                           

       Semi-exclusive process with proton from (SD,DD)  dissociation detected in  the FPD. 
 
      Semi-exclusive QCD-initiated BGs due to low-pt ( mainly c-quark)  jets, 
with  SD and DD followed by proton hits in the FPD. 
 
 
       Coincidence of inelastic lepton pair production with two independent  
SD/DD  events from the PU interactions that mimics the signal. 

                                    (danger for other New Physics searches with ≤1 fb) 
 

        ,  dimeson, vector resonances  etc… 

=120-300GeV,  
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    Event Selection 

𝑚(𝑙   = 120-300 GeV ,  =10-25 GeV 

 

 

 

𝜂 𝑙 < 2,5,   

𝑝𝑇(𝑙  >5 GeV (trigger conditions) 

𝑝𝑇(𝑙  <30 GeV (in order to supress the WW BG)  

with 

requirement of no additional tracks with pt > 0.4 GeV at 𝜂 < 2,5) 
 
  

 both protons detected by the proton taggers ( with FT )  

 sleptons-quite small cross sections ( 0.01 -0.3 fb),   +hostile  PU environment 

𝜂(𝑙1 − 𝜂(𝑙2    (to supress BG) cuts on  

 chargino pair production- extra factor of ~25 suppression  

≥ 100 GeV from 
the LEP constraints 

Calculations: SuperChic, analytical, PYTHIA 8.2, HERWIG 7.1  (quite reasonable agreement)  

Compressed mass scenario → difference between slepton and DM candidate mass, 𝛥M, 
is small     <𝑚𝑙𝑙> ~ 𝛥M → aim is to keep <𝑚𝑙𝑙> low → 2 < 𝑚𝑙𝑙 < 40 GeV 
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An attractive idea, but huge backgrounds caused by soft proton 
dissociation, photon bremsstrahlung and PU (at high lumi) 

Measurements at low lumi (            )with 

LHCb, ALICE,  BLM-approach 
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Summary & Outlook 

A formalism (HKR-16) is developed allowing to describe photon-induced 
events with LRG in terms of modified photon PDF with consistent 
implementation of the soft  survival effects. 
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Searches for Odderon- current status  
                   (personal view)   
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No consensus among the (theory) experts. 
 
ALFA is still silent. 
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Other ideas ? 
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